DSS-home assignments 1

1. Use Diak Finna and search a book called Social work, cats and rocket science
   a) What is the sub-title of the book?
   b) What are the subjects in english?

2. Use Diak Finna and search a book called Traces of motherhood
   a) What is the shelf number and the main word of the book?
   b) How many pages in the book?

3. Use Diak Finna and search a book called Brick Lane
   a) What is the shelf number and the main word of the book?
   b) Which country is mentionned in the Subjects?

   a) Which book you’ll find?
   b) What is the shelf number and the main word of the book?

5. Use Finna (National) and search a book called Design for wellbeing
   a) From which libraries you can borrow the book?
   b) This book belongs to Series. What is the name of the Series?

6. Use Finna (National) and search for Social policy change through participation!
   a) Who is the author of this Master’s Theses?